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2016 SPATA BRONZE AWARD In Ground Commercial Spa. This fabulous complex in Swiss Cottage was 
completed by Centurion in 2015. We thought it was a fabulous installation and so entered our first SPATA project 
for awards consideration. First time winner, we were all proud and delighted.

2017 SPATA GOLD AWARD In Ground 
Commercial Spa. East Ham Leisure Centre. Our 
second entry and our first gold medal winner.

2018 SPATA BRONZE AWARD Residential Pool. 
Emerson Park. Our first outdoor pool winner with a 
striking choice of mosaic tiling.

2019 SPATA BRONZE AWARD Commercial 
Swim School. Swimania, Romford. A challenging 
project so one we were especially proud of.

2018 SPATA BRONZE AWARD In 
Ground Commercial Spa. East Ham. Our first 
combined pool and spa entry winner.

By 2020, as we had been having success at previous years annual awards ceremonies, we 
decided to enter more of our completed projects for that year into consideration. At the 
2021Gala we would achieve a further 5 awards including 2 silvers. Carry on reading

Our SPATA award winners ‘roll call of honour’.
We hope this brochure serves to show the range of our abilities, the depth of our knowledge 
and the skill and dedication of our workforce. If you require any further information please 
contact us and see exactly how we can get you the pool you want.



2021 SPATA SPECIAL AWARD FOR RETAIL 
EXCELLENCE  
This was one award we were ‘over the moon’ to 
receive. The Retail Excellence Award is a ‘one off 
award made to companies 
displaying a retail centre for all 
clients day to day needs. 
These include all the 
necessary chemicals and 
pool cleaning equipment, to 
more specialised items such 
as electronic pool cleaning 
robots, hot tub spas and 
heat pumps. As well, as 
more simple fun items such 
as pool inflatables and such 
items as swim goggles and armbands!

2021 SPATA SILVER AWARD Refurbished 
Pool. Our first refurbishment winner. A ‘kidney’ shaped 
pool that looked vastly different to how it started life!

2021 SPATA BRONZE AWARD Commercial 
Pool. A popular health centre of the outskirts of 
Upminster. In constant daily use by visitors.

2021 SPATA BRONZE AWARD Indoor Pool. 
On the edge of North London. An amazing country 
house with this spectacular indoor pool with a ‘wall of 
glass’ to bring the ‘inside outside’!

2021 SPATA SILVER AWARD Outdoor 
Pool. A superb looking installation in wonderfully 
landscaped grounds and a large pool surround.

In 2021, we thought it time to enter even more awards into the different categories as we 
had completed some projects throughout that period that we were extremely proud of and 
thought worthy of consideration. What happened next exceeded all our expectations... 
Carry on reading



2022 SPATA GOLD AWARD Residential 
Indoor Pool. Not only a pool but an in ground spa and 
sauna room. All completed by ‘Team Centurion’.

2022 SPATA SILVER AWARD 
Refurbished Pool. A wonderful pool with glorious 
mosaic tiles and a ‘Baja’ platform for ‘in pool’ sun 
lounging and all set in a fabulous pool surround.

2022 SPATA SILVER AWARD 
Refurbished Pool. Our ‘before and after’ image 
illustrates exactly what can be achieved with a well 
planned and executed pool refurbishment.

2022 SPATA GOLD AWARD Outdoor 
Pool with Enclosure. A superb looking one-piece 
pool installation with a full height enclosure.

2022 SPATA BRONZE AWARD One-
piece Pool. Not only a one piece pool it was also fitted 
with an in-pool counter current generator which allow 
for resistance swimming or a relaxing spa experience.

2022 SPATA BRONZE AWARD 
Outdoor Liner Pool. A simple ‘no-frills’ pool still can 
be completed with expertise, commitment and 
excellence, as evidenced with this award winner.

Winner of 10 individual awards in 2022, including the top honour of the nationwide ‘Pool 
Contractor of the Year ‘. Yes, we were stunned when this was announced at the awards gala 
ceremony. To be recognised by your peers as ‘head of the class of 22’ made us both humble 
and incredibly proud of everyone within our amazing ‘Team Centurion’. Carry on reading

SPATA ‘POOL CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR’ 2022



2022 SPATA BRONZE AWARD Outdoor Concrete 
pool. Al proportioned pool was another ‘stunning 
looker’ and garnered ourselves Bronze.

2022 SPATA SILVER AWARD In Ground Spa. The 
pool looks great but we actually won for the spa which 
we tailored it to reflect the overall look of the pool.

2022 SPATA 
BRITISH POOL AND 
HOT TUB AWARDS: 
OVERALL WINNER  
And finally the big 
one. The Dick 
Millward Trophy for 
Pool Contractor of 
the Year. One of 
the proudest 
moments in the 
company’s  
55 year history.

2022 SPATA BRONZE AWARD Concrete Outdoor 
Pool. A fine pool with mosaic tiles and attractive pool 
room to the rear is another Bronze medal winner.

2023 SPATA GOLD AWARD Concrete  
Outdoor Pool. A traditionally constructed pool with an 
additional in-ground spa which also won an award!

2023 SPATA GOLD AWARD One-piece 
Pool. A superb looking one-piece pool installation 
with a counter current generator to finish things off.

2023 AWARD WINNERS 

Hard to surpass the dizzy heights of 2022 but we gave it a good go!  
2023 would see us win a further 10 awards across various categorises including two gold 
medal winners and a host of silver awards. 
Carry on reading



2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD Concrete 
Pool. Another fine example of traditionally built pool on 
the Essex/Hertford borders.

2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD 
Outdoor Liner Pool. Again, another example of a liner 
pool constructed to perfection. This one features a low 
height pool enclosure too.

2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD 
Outdoor Concrete Pool. A traditional pool set in a 
semi-rural location on the city fringes. It has a wonderful 
pool surround that really sets the whole project off.

2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD Outdoor 
Pool with Enclosure. A charming indoor pool with a 
wall of window light to one end.

2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD In-
Ground Spa. A pool and spa combo! Seamlessly 
blended together by a gorgeous pool surround and 
featuring an outdoor TV set along a stand-alone wall.

2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD In-
Ground Spa. The separate award winner to go with 
our pool Gold award. Our double medal winner for 
the same project.

All these images are designed to help to show you, the potential purchaser, exactly what 
your Centurion installation could look like. Incidentally, where it looks like we have two 
medals for the same category its because they are awarded in different price categories. 
Carry on reading



2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD One-piece 
Pool. And along comes our second multi award winning 
project. Matching silvers for pool and spa.

2023 SPATA SILVER AWARD Special 
Requirement Pool. A counter current generating 
pool. Perfect for when space is at a premium.

2024 SPATA GOLD AWARD One-piece 
Pool. A small one piece pool one of two completed at 
the same time for next door neighbours!

2024 SPATA GOLD AWARD Residential 
Freeboard Pool. A fabulous ‘garden room’ installation 
complete with spa and steam room.

2023 SPATA GOLD  AWARD Indoor 
Freeboard Pool. A below ground indoor pool with 
spa and steam room.

For the second time in 3 years we have been awarded National  
Pool builder of the Year. As well as the top award, we also won  
a total of 14 individual awards including 8 gold medals and  
5 silver medals. We are immensely proud of what we have  
achieved and of everyone in 'Team Centurion' 
...pool building, it’s what we do.

..and we did it again this year too!! 
SPATA ‘POOL CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR’ 2024



2024 SPATA GOLD AWARD Freeboard 
Indoor Pool. A  delightful freeboard (skimmer) indoor 
pool with an integrated circular spa.

2024 SPATA GOLD AWARD Outdoor 
Concrete Pool. A wonderful pool with a baja platform 
and spectacular pool surround area.

2024 SPATA GOLD AWARD Commercial 
Pool. A ‘Swim School’ pool created from the ground up 
within an existing commercial building. 

2024 SPATA GOLD AWARD Inground 
Spas. Just look at this ‘lava’ effect inground spa. You 
feel warmer just looking at it!

2024 SPATA SILVER AWARD Outdoor 
Liner Pools. A very nice pool set in a great semi-rural 
location and featuring a sleek, grey tiled surround. 

2024 SPATA SILVER AWARD Special 
Requirement Pool. An endless pool with counter 
current generator set within a very smart newly 
constructed garden room.

If you have reached this far and are still reading...congratulations on you dedication to 
finding all about what makes Centurion Leisure so special. Not much further to go now. 
(Until next years awards anyway!) 
Carry on reading
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Still not content to rest on our laurels we will and always have, worked hard to 
ensure all our installations are completed ‘award standard’ specicification and 
standards. 
  
You can rest assured if its a Centurion Leisure project you are in safe hands. 
Because we are so confident in our own abilities we always offer a 10 year warranty 
for all concrete pool shells, a 5 year warranty on underground pipework and a 3 
year warranty on internal finishes*. 
* Exclusions apply to warranties - for full details please enquire below.

2024 SPATA SILVER AWARD One Piece 
Pool. Remember those neighbours we spoke about? 
earlier. This is next door, which also won an award.

2024 SPATA SILVER AWARD Outdoor 
Concrete Pools. Another attractive concrete pools 
with an impressive deck.

2024 SPATA SILVER AWARD Outdoor 
Concrete Pools. A concrete pool with ceramic tiling 
and a rather splendid tiered step surround to the entire 
pool. 

2024 SPATA FINALIST AWARD Poolstar of the Year. 
We were also delighted when our very own Kerry 
Blunden won a speacial finalist award for Poolstar of 
the Year.
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